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Morphological Awareness
• Why?
• What is it?
• How?
– Assessment
– IntervenJon

Let’s start with the familiar:
• Phonological awareness & phonics
– Highly predicJve of literacy
– InstrucJon & intervenJon eﬀecJve

• Is it enough?
– (even when embedded in a balanced literacy
approach: vocabulary/ﬂuency/comprehension)

SomeJmes it’s not enough
• LeTer-sound rules don t (always) work
– When reading ~16% of single syllable words
– When reading majority of mulJmorphemic words
– When spelling about 50% of words

SomeJmes it’s not enough
• Empirical evidence:
– PredicJve power (for reading) of PA diminishes in
mid-elementary years
– About 10-15% of poor readers receiving intensive
PA intervenJon conJnue to struggle with reading
– Growth in PA is largely done by gr. 3

Berninger et al., 2010; Compton et al.,
2014; Guo et al., 2011; Reed, 2008

Why isn’t phonics enough?
• 1 leTer – 1 sound approach not suﬃcient
– More sounds than leTers!

• WriTen language uses arbitrary symbols to
represent meaning
– Maps onto abstract language diﬀerently than oral
language
– More than just coding of individual sounds

WriTen Language is Morphophonemic
• Morpheme rules indirectly connect oral &
wriTen language
– Supplement phonics:
• box vs. socks

Morpheme rules
make spelling more
predictable!

– Conﬂict with phonics:
• ﬁlled vs. jumped vs. wanted

– Signal diﬀerences not in phonics:
• cat’s meow cats meow
vs.

– Preserve connecJons across words:
• two, twelve, twenty

WriTen Language is Morphophonemic
• Morphology + Phonology
• We know intervenJon addressing phonology
is eﬀecJve
• Reasonable to expect intervenJon addressing
morphology would be too!

Morphological Awareness
ü Why?
• What is it?
• How?
– Assessment
– IntervenJon

WriTen Morphemes: A Review
Simple words
• E.g., on, bat, magnet
• 1 free morpheme
• Free morpheme: can stand
alone & have meaning

Complex words
• E.g., bats, responsibility
• More than 1 morpheme
– 2 free morphemes
– 1 free morpheme + (at least)
1 bound morpheme/aﬃx

• Bound morpheme/aﬃx:
must be aTached to
another part of a word
(cannot stand alone)
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More on Complex words
2 free morphemes

Morpheme + aﬃx(es)
file:///Users/larchiba/Downloads/flex-clipart-muscle-2.svg
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• Breadbasket
• Carwash
• Keyboard

• Bats
• Jumped
• Cutest
file:///Users/larchiba/Downloads/flex-clipart-muscle-2.svg
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• Gardener
• Happily
• Unkind

InﬂecJonal Morphemes

2017-04-30, 7:12 PM

• 8 suﬃxes with grammaJcal funcJons (no change in part of speech)
• First 5 are Brown s morphemes (in oral language by age 4 years)
• All in 20 most common wriTen suﬃxes
file:///Users/larchiba/Downloads/flex-clipart-muscle-2.svg
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He jumped
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DerivaJonal Morphemes
• Change meaning or part of speech
– e.g., teach vs. teacher

• Preﬁxes & suﬃxes

– e.g., recast, dishonest, sorrowful, hopeless

• Transparency

– Transparent/neutral: all sounds & leTers from base
word in derived form (e.g., farm, farmer)
– Opaque/non-neutral (mostly suﬃx eﬀects):

• Phonological shio: all leTers but not sounds in derived form
(e.g., magic, magician)
• Orthographic shio: all sounds but not leTers in derived form
(e.g., silly, silliness)

file:///Users/larchiba/Downloads/flex-clipart-muscle-2.svg
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DerivaJonal Morphemes
• LinguisJc building blocks for creaJng new
words
– Knowledge of these can unlock meanings
– Promotes vocabulary growth
– Draws on inferencing & reasoning
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DerivaJonal Morphemes
• Compared to inﬂecJonal morphemes:
– More of them & lower frequency
– Knowledge develops later & takes longer

• Encountered in more signiﬁcant numbers from
gr. 4 (in wriTen language)
• 40% of unfamiliar words encountered by gr. 5
students are derived forms
– Impacts reading comprehension so poor
comprehenders start to lag behind around gr. 3-5
• 4th grade slump (Goodwin, 2011)
Reed, 2008; Tong et al., 2011

Development of WriTen Aﬃxes
• Gr. 1-2

– Transparent & common morphemes only

• E.g., plural inﬂecJon; simple derivaJves & compounds

• Gr. 3-4
–
–
–
–

InﬂecJonal endings largely correct
Infrequent or opaque compounds may not be mastered
Preﬁx knowledge grows substanJally
Suﬃx learning depends on frequency, neutrality

• Gr. 3-6 – vocabulary depth via derivaJonal suﬃx
knowledge increases notably
– CogniJve ability to make analogies?

Kirby et al., 2012;
Kemp et al., 2017

With a knowledge of deriva2onal forms, it is possible
to acquire several words for each word taught.

ComposiJon of a Complex Word
designate
de

+

preﬁx

sign

+

ate
suﬃx

base
-gives word its principle meaning
-form (usually) doesn t change across derived/inﬂected forms
-ooen predicted by phonics rules
-may be based on a LaJn/Greek root that gives shared meaning
Note: If base ends & suﬃx starts
with a vowel, remove ﬁnal vowel in
base before adding suﬃx
(e.g., love + ing à loving)

Note: There are 2 bases in a
compound (e.g., baseball)

Greek/LaJn Roots
• 82% of words on the academic word list
(Coxhead, 2000) have Greek/LaJn origin
• Abstract meanings, mulJple meanings, crosscurricular
– E.g.,

ped (foot)
ﬂex (bend)
spec (see, look)
therm (heat)

man (hand)
fract (shaTer)
vert (turn)
scrib (write)

phon (sound)
bio (life)
graph (wriJng)
geo (earth)

Greek & LaJn Roots: Teaching Vocabulary to Improve
Reading Comprehension hTp://bit.ly/2qe6tLZ

Morphological Awareness
• Ability to consciously consider & manipulate
morphemes within words
– Explicit understanding of relaJon between base
words (roots) & related inﬂected or derived words

• Even preschool children can demonstrate
some MorphAw (Kirby et al., 2012: Lyster, et
al., 2016)

Demonstrate Yours
• Which of these words signals the last one at last ,
and why?
– ﬁnely vs. ﬁnally

• Read these words: reach vs. react

– Which has a vowel team, and how do you know?

• Invent:

– a compound word
– a past tense verb
– a superlaJve

• DisJnguish:

– a murdering man vs. a murdered man

• Spell this word: the /priz/ vs. two /priz/

Morphological Awareness
• Supports morphological analysis of wriJng
– Development (when not explicitly taught)
•
•
•
•

Learn phoneme-grapheme rules
Learn word-speciﬁc spelling
Infer morphological paTerns
Use generaJvely

Chliounaki & Bryant, 2007

Developmental Example
• Inferring ed rule

– First, child’s wriJng is sound-based

• *hopt for hopped; *rold for rolled; *ﬁJd for ﬁTed

– Then, child begins to noJce ‘ed’ ending in wriTen language
(i.e., while reading)
– Then, child applies ‘ed’ to verbs & nonverbs indiscriminately
• hopped; *sofed for soo

– Then, child applies ‘ed’ to verbs only
• hopped; *sleped for slept

– Then, ‘ed’ is applied to regular verbs

Nunes & Bryant, 2009

Example
• Inferring ed rule
-noJce the ed ending
-pay more aTenJon to it
-apply the ed ending

Supported by
both wordspeciﬁc & wordgeneral (metalinguisJc)
knowledge

Morphological Awareness
• Not all children (or adults) will infer
morphological paTerns implicitly
– EducaJon eﬀect: university students beTer at
applying plural endings to pseudowords (Bourassa et
al., 2011)
– Those who read more are more likely to ﬁgure out the
rules

• But what if we taught it?
– More on this to come….

Does MorphAw maTer?
• Modest but signiﬁcant unique predictor of literacy outcomes1,3
• Predicts word aTack & word reading even aoer PA taken into
account1,9

– ProporJon of variance predicJng reading increases over early grades5

• Predicts reading comprehension in middle years even aoer
adjustments for vocabulary, PA, word reading7,8
– So does syntacJc awareness & vocabulary4

• Associated with ability to infer meaning of complex words in older
children3
• Explains variance in spelling3
• Poor in children with low literacy6
• May be a relaJve strength in poor readers with phonological
impairments2
1Apel

et al., 2013; 2Bowers & Kirby, 2010; 3Carlisle, 2010; 4Guo et al., 2011;
5Kirby et al., 2012; 6Larsen & Nippold, 2007; 7Reed, 2008; 8Tong et al., 2011;
9Wolter et al., 2009

Is MorphAw intervenJon eﬀecJve?
•

Generally, intervenJon eﬀects are modest but signiﬁcant

– Small groups, short term intervenJon (but more than 10 hrs7)

•
•

MorphAw increases as a result of intervenJon1,2
Beneﬁts to
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Phonological awareness7
Word reading/aTack1
Spelling1,6,8
Reading comprehension1,8,9,11,12
Vocabulary/word study/inferring meaning3,4,5,12
Individuals with dyslexia – MorphAw, reading comprehension, spelling2

EﬀecJveness may be increased

– Incorporates wriJng10
– As part of comprehensive instrucJon4,7
– With younger students4 (e.g., gr. 1-2), or those with various language
disorders7

•

How early to start is sJll an empirical quesJon but posiJve longitudinal
beneﬁts have been reported for preschoolers9
1Apel

& Diehm, 2013; 2Arnbak & Elbro, 2000; 3Bauman et al., 2002; 4Bowers & Kirby,
2010; 5Carlisle, 2010; 6Ghaemi, 2009; 7Goodwin & Ahn, 2010; 8Kirck & Gillon, 2009;
9Lyster et al., 2016; 10Nunes et al., 2003; 11Reed, 2008; 12Wolter & Green, 2013

Eﬀect sizes based on Type of Learner
in 2 Meta-Analyses of MA IntervenJon
Goodwin & Ahn, 2010
Focus: Children with literacy
diﬃculSes (16 studies)
•
•
•
•
•

S&L delay 0.77
ELL 0.62
Struggling readers 0.46
Learning disabiliJes 0.22
Reading disabiliJes 0.17

Goodwin & Ahn, 2013
Focus: Unselected samples (27
studies)
•
•
•
•

ELL 0.54
Learning disabiliJes 0.37
Poor readers/spellers 0.35
Typical achievers 0.29

MorphAw IntervenJon: Key Points
• Eﬀects are modest but posiJve
• Assessed aoer impacts of other intervenJon
components have been considered
– So reported eﬀects might be minimized

• Value added beyond current intervenJons
– About 10-15% of poor readers receiving intensive
PA intervenJon conJnue to struggle with reading

Morphological Awareness
ü Why?
ü What is it?
• How?
– Assessment
– IntervenJon

Assessment
• Norm-referenced
– Word structure subtests (CELF; TOLD)
• Mostly inﬂecJonal morphemes

• Criterion-referenced
– Wug test

• Informal tasks
• ObservaJons

Informal Tasks
• Consider:
– RecogniJon
– ClassiﬁcaJon
Other consideraJons:
-compound/inﬂecJon/derivaJon
– Blending
-transparent/opaque
– SegmenJng
– ProducJon
– DecomposiJon
– DecomposiJon & producJon

CollecJon
• Link to collecJon
• Link to Morphological Awareness Assessment
– From teacherspayteachers

MorphAw IntervenJon
• Strategies to support:
– Vocabulary
– Reading comprehension
– Spelling

• InstrucJonal approaches
• Speciﬁc tasks & examples
– Some resources

MorphAw as a
Vocabulary Building Strategy
• Word DetecJves!
– Foster excitement for ﬁnding out about words &
learning more words
• Vocabulary!

– Problem-solving approach
• Discover clues to word meaning
• Discover word relaJves & friends
• Discover paTerns
– Spelling is consistent!

Apel & Diehm, 2013; Wolter & Green, 2013; Bowers & Kirby, 2010

MorphAw as a
Reading Comprehension Strategy
• Recognize you do not know the word
• Analyze word for recognizable morphemes
(roots; aﬃxes)
• Think of a possible meaning based on the
parts of word
• Check meaning against context

Oz, 2014

MorphAw as a
Spelling Support Strategy
• Think beyond leTer
– box, socks, bakes

• Think beyond syllable
– Think across syllables to eﬀect of adding or
deleJng leTers to preserve pronunciaJon
• Syllable juncture rules
– e-drop rule (e.g., love + ing --> loving)
– doubling (e.g., hop à hopped)
– C-y ending (e.g., carry à carries vs. boy à boys)

InstrucJonal Approaches
• AcJviJes to increase morphological
awareness
• Teaching meanings of aﬃxes & base words
• Fostering morphological problem solving
• Teaching strategy of morphological analysis

Carlisle, 2010

Speciﬁc MorphAw Tasks: A Comprehensive List
•
•

Explicit aﬃx & root word instrucJon
IdenJfying aﬃxes & root words

– Listen for words with X as you listen to this story

•

Building words with morphemes

•

Compound word instrucJon

– How does meaning change; ‘Say it another way’ (e.g., to draw right now)
– ‘I spy’; deleJon; invert

•

Emphasizing inﬂecJonal morphological awareness
– E.g., murdered man vs. murdering man

•
•

Linking morphemes to grammar
Teaching morphological paTerns & rules

– Syllable juncture rules; demonstrate contrast**

•
•

DisJnguishing between morphemes & pseudomorphemes
Using context

•
•
•
•

Word family instrucJon
IdenJﬁcaJon of words by analogy
InstrucJon in word origins
Using word sorts to highlight morphological features
– Preﬁx/not: Realize, rewind, recapture, ready, reach

•

Word mapping

– Separate morphemes in word & relate to those with similar meanings or word parts

Goodwin & Ahn, 2010

– E.g., He killed him, and became known as the murdering man.

Word RelaJves
• Words are related because
they share meaning
(common root)
–
–
–
–

dog/dogs ✔
dog/hotdog ✗
eat/eaJng ✔
eat/beat ✗

Word friends:
Look or sound
similar but do not
share meaning

• Search for word relaJves of
diﬀerent base words

– Consider cognates! (Goodwin
et al., 2012)

?

Word Building
• Develop strategy of inferring word meaning from individual
components of words
Be a Word Detec7ve (Wolter & Green, 2013)
InstrucJons: You are a word detecJve. See if you can ﬁgure out the following
words meanings by using the clues of the base words and added word
endings called suﬃxes. Find the base word and the suﬃx in the following
words. Underline the base and circle the suﬃx. Then, read the word aloud
and talk about what each part means and how you know. For example, the
base word sing refers to the act of singing a song. It is combined with the
word ending or suﬃx -er which means a person who does the base word.
When put together, we get the word word sing-er. or someone who sings.
singer
joyful
teacher
drummer

painter
creaJve
careful
selecJve

protecJve
hopeful
wishful
acJve

Word Building
Build a Word (Wolter & Green, 2013)
InstrucJons: Create your own word using Greek and LaJn roots and aﬃxes.
Take a preﬁx, base word and suﬃx from the following lists and put them
together to make a new word. Explain what your word means (e.g.,
anJmotology might be the study of why people don t move or run).
(text in bold)

(text in italics)

(underlined text)

anS-(against)

-ped- (to walk)

-ology (study of)

un- (not)

-act- (to do)

-ion (state of being)

re- (repeat)

-mot- (to move)

-ness (state of being)

Look at those LaJn &
Greek roots!

Word Sorts
• Develop strategy of idenJﬁcaJon & acJve analysis of
morphological paTerns among words
Sort by Sound (Wolter & Green, 2013)
InstrucJons: All of the words below are in the past tense. How do you know?
Say each word and sort the words into 3 columns based on how the “ed” is
pronounced. Even though it can sound diﬀerent, how is the “ed” always
spelled?
acted, tagged, lasted, jumped, called, ﬁxed, passed, landed, canned
/t/
/d/
/ɛd/
______
______
______
______ ______ ______
______
______
______

Word Sorts
Sort It Out (Wolter & Green, 2013)
InstrucJons: Sort the following pairs of words into two groups:
Tape/taping
Hope/hoping

Hop/hopping
Slop/slopping

Group 1
____________
____________
____________

Tap/tapping
Slope/sloping

Group 2
____________
____________
____________

* What is the spelling rule for Group 1? What is the rule for Group 2?

Word Sorts
Deriva7onal word sort (Wolter et al., 2015)
Sort the word pairs (on cards) into 3 columns.
Completed sort:
pot-poTer
calm-calmly
Je-unJe
break-breakable
What’s the paTern?

magic-magician
sign-signal
act-acJon
music-musician

ﬁve-ﬁoh
explode-explosion
wise-wisdom
courage-courageous

Word Sorts
• Coaching:
– Use think alouds as you begin sorJng
– Comment on paTerns (e.g., they all end in ‘s’)
– Aoer, state/write rule explicitly with the students
– Generate other words with same paTern

• Let’s try some!
Wolter et al., 2015

Program Example 1

Apel & Diehm, 2013
• 8 weeks, 4 days/wk, 25 min/session, small groups; 158
K-gr.2 randomly assigned to intervenJon/control
• 11 aﬃxes, each for 2 days; review lesson aoer 2 aﬃxes
• Word detecJves (with magnifying glasses)
– Introduce aﬃx, demonstrate meaning, use in sentence,
deﬁne, listen for ending
– Word/picture sorJng (presence/absence of aﬃx), say it
another way (elicit aﬃx), story (indicate when you hear
words with the aﬃx & explain meaning)
– Scan list of words & circle those containing aﬃx; connect or
separate blocks to match if words had an aﬃx; entry in aﬃx
book page; brain storm other words

• Review lessons aoer every 2 aﬃxes
• Signiﬁcant gains in MorphAw not literacy (d/t short
intervenJon?)

Program Example 2

Kirk & Gillon, 2009

• 11 weeks, 1 individual & 1 grp/wk in 45min. sessions;
8-11 yrs (n=16 poor spellers; randomly assigned to
control/intervenJon)
• Targeted orthographic paTerns
– Morphologically simple words where vowel length
determines spelling of ﬁnal sound:
•
•
•
•

magic e (e.g., cake)
-ke & -ck (e.g., bake/back)
-ch & -tch (e.g., peach/patch)
-g, -ge, -dge (e.g., hug, huge, hedge)

– Morphologically complex words involving base word
modiﬁcaJon to add suﬃx (-er, -est, -ing, -y, -ed, -iest, -ier, -ly,
-ish, -en, -ened)
• Consonant doubling (e.g., slopping)
• e-drop (e.g., sloping)
• y à i (e.g., funniest)

Program Example 2

Kirk & Gillon, 2009
• IntervenJon

– Word sorts:

• Picture sorts idenJfying vowel length (e.g., cap, cape)
• Word sorts for morphologically simple words
– Phonological minimal pairs based on vowel length
– Separate sorts based on orthography (e.g., bake, back)

• Word sorts for morphologically complex words

– Transparent sorts (e.g., teach, teacher) then sorts with changes with
suﬃx, then mixed suﬃxes
– Use word in sentence or idenJfy part of speech

– Prompted spelling

• Morphologically simple & complex lists completed aoer respecJve
word sorts
• IniJally, with teacher prompts then encouraging self-prompts

Program Example 2

Kirk & Gillon, 2009
• Morphologically simple word spelling prompt

I’d like you to spell the word trick. I’ll use the word trick in a sentence so you
can think about what it means: The magician performed a magic trick.
Now, before you write anything down, I want you to tell me the vowel
sound in the word. That’s right, the vowel sound is /I/. Is /I/ long or short?
You are correct, the vowel sound in trick is short. If the vowel is short, how
do we spell the ﬁnal /k/ sound? That’s right, you spell the ﬁnal /k/ sound
with the leTers -ck because short vowels are greedy, they like an extra
consonant. Now write the word trick.

• Morphologically complex word spelling prompt

I’d like you to spell the word mopping. I’ll use the word mopping in a
sentence so that you can think about what it means: The boy was
mopping the ﬂoor. Before you write anything down, I want you to tell me
the vowel sound in the base word. That’s right, the vowel sound is /a/. Is /
a/ long or short? You are correct, the vowel sound in mop is short. Now
spell the base word. Do you have to make any changes to the base word
when you add the suﬃx? Yes, you do. Because the vowel sound in mop is
short, you will have to double the ﬁnal p in mop. Now ﬁnish wriJng the
word mopping.

Program Example 2

Kirk & Gillon, 2009
• Results:
– Signiﬁcant improvement in spelling & reading
accuracy for trained and untrained words
– Standardized test diﬀerences not observed
• Though that would be expected given the sample size!

Aﬃxes to choose?

From Goodwin et al. (2012). The Reading Teacher, 65, p. 465

Other sources:
Preﬁx & suﬃx families
hTp://studylib.net/
doc/6781548/preﬁxand-suﬃx-families
The 20 most common
•Preﬁxes
hTp://
www.darke.k12.oh.us/
curriculum/la/
preﬁxes.pdf
•Suﬃxes
hTp://
www.darke.k12.oh.us/
curriculum/la/
suﬃxes.pdf

From Goodwin et al. (2012). The Reading Teacher, 65, p. 465

Structured Word Inquiry
• Comprehensive approach to word inquiry
– Rich & mulJfaceted approach considering all linguisJc
properJes of a word
• Phonological, orthographic, morphological, etymological
(semanJc history), mental orthographic images

– Speciﬁc aTenJon to encoding & decoding of words
• Using one’s own knowledge of linguisJc properJes & words
• Discovering how English spelling represents meaning

– Increase general linguisJc knowledge & knowledge of
individual words
– Teacher-led or student-led inquiry

Some Tenets of SWI
• English spelling represents meaning
• Spelling makes perfect sense
• There are no excepJons or irregular words

– Recognizing consistencies in structure & meaning supports
generaJve learning

• Focus on semanJc & logical reasoning (may draw on
strengths of students with phonological deﬁcits)
• ElaboraJve quesJoning within meaningful contexts
promotes encoding (memory)
• Also, scienJﬁc word invesJgaJon
– Seng and invesJgaJng hypotheses about words

Bowers & Bowers, 2017

Structure of InstrucJon
1. Present an interesJng spelling problem that highlights a
core orthographic element, paTern or principle.
2. Present students with sets of words selected to reveal the
paTern that is the focus of the lesson. Encourage the
development of hypotheses for the class to test.
3. Test hypothesis in order to conﬁrm & describe the exact
orthographic paTern.
4. Provide systemaJc pracJce of newly learned paTerns
with a set of words chosen to reinforce the given paTern.
5. IdenJfy spelling quesJons in preparaJon for the next
invesJgaJon.

Bowers & Kirby , 2010

Sample Inquiries
•
•
•
•

Why do you double the <p> in clapped?
Why is there a silent leTer in sign?
Why is one spelled like that?
What is the meaning of neurodegeneraJon?

Bowers & Kirby (2010) SWI InvesJgaJons
InvesSgate with these *4 quesJons…
1.What does the word mean?
2.How is it built?
• Can you idenJfy bases or aﬃxes with a word sum?

Mean?
Built?
RelaJves?
PronunciaJon?

3.What other related words can you think of?
• Etymological relaSons: Use a word origin dicJonary (e.g.,
Etymonline) to ﬁnd members of the “extended family” of your
word that share the same root.
•

Morphological relaSons: Try the WordSearcher to help you ﬁnd
members of the “immediate family” of your word that share a base
element (ﬁt in the same matrix).

4.What are the sounds that maaer?
• What grapheme/phoneme correspondences can you ﬁnd that ﬁt
within your hypothesized morphemes?
*Note: While the order of quesJon 1 & 4 is essenJal, there is no order to quesJons 2&3.

www.wordworkskingston.com

hTp://
wordworkskingston.com/
WordWorks/
Structured_Word_Inquiry.html

Found an interes2ng word?

Why is <one> spelled that way?

Mean?
Built?
RelaJves?
PronunciaJon?

1. By itself, without anything else
2. Morphologically simple: 1 base
3. Set of relevant words (grab bag, brain storm,
Word Searcher)
only
• Begin with
– Related meaning?
– Same root?

once
none
atone
alone
lonely
onion
lonesome

hypotheses
• Promote discussion
& exploraJon
• Find evidence to
conﬁrm your ideas

A Discussion of One
• What is the root of <one>
– Single, by itself
– From Old English <an>
• like <a> & <an>!

• Is the n in <none> an aﬃx?

only

à one + ly

none

à no + one

once

à one + ce

atone

à at + one

alone

à all + one

lonely

à lone + ly

lonesome

à lone + some

onion

à one + ion

– Yes! No + one: what happens when an aﬃx adjoining
end is a vowel & adjoins vowel at base word?

• Does <one> & <alone> share a base?
– What about <one> & <lonely>

• Surely <onion> is not in the family?
hTps://youtu.be/0mbuwZK0lr8 (4:18)

Word Sums
only
none
once
atone
alone
lonely

à
à
à
à
à
à

one + ly
no + one
one + ce
at + one
all + one
lone + ly

lonesome
onion

à lone + some
à one + ion

Reminiscent of
Empower s
Peeling oﬀ
strategy

Build Word Matrix

Preﬁxes

Suﬃxes
Put the common
BASE
In the middle

only

à one/ + ly

none

à no/ + one

once

à one/ + ce

atone

à at + one

alone

à all/ + one

lonely

à lone + ly

lonesome

à lone + some

onion

à one/ + ion

This tool will make a
matrix from your word
sums:
hTp://
www.neilramsden.co.u
k/spelling/matrix/
temp/index.html

The Word RelaJons
unit, unique

only

à one/ + ly

none

à no/ + one

once

à one/ + ce

atone

à at + one

alone

à all/ + one

lonely

à lone + ly

lonesome

à lone + some

onion

à one/ + ion

Morphological
RelaSves:
Same base

bone,
honey,
won

lonely, lonesome

Put the etymological relaSves
in the circle
(diﬀerent base; share meaning)
Put friends outside the circle
(overlap in phonology or
orthography but not meaning)

The Word RelaJons
unit, unique

only

à one/ + ly

none

à no/ + one

once

à one/ + ce

atone

à at + one

alone

à all/ + one

lonely

à lone + ly

lonesome

à lone + some

onion

à one/ + ion

You can read a blog about a
teacher doing a SWI of <one>
with her students here:
hTp://
wordsinbogor.blogspot.ca/
2014/11/newthe-power-ofone.html?spref=tw

bone,
honey,
won

lonely, lonesome

Here s a student talking about
her SWI:
hTps://youtu.be/CsﬁyHdlrtM

Some more great videos!
• A Grade 2 Structured Word Inquiry Classroom (4:25)
– hTps://youtu.be/zrYYixwnnl4
– hTp://ﬁles.realspellers.org/PetesFolder/resources/
Natashya's_document_revised.pdf

• SWI @ The Nueva School (14:28)
– hTps://youtu.be/720bQKthBEI

• Understanding morphological & etymological families
(29:22)
– hTps://youtu.be/R233ynnGyGc
– Shows use of etymonline.com & Word Searcher

• Also see,

– hTp://www.wordworkskingston.com/WordWorks/
About_WordWorks.html
Each word has a story! Each word has a family!

Morphological Awareness:
Why it makes sense
• English wriTen language is morphophonemic
– Connects meaning and orthography

• Increasing inﬂuence as predictor of literacy outcomes
– Even aoer adjustments for phonological awareness
– Some children struggle to read even with intensive
phonological awareness intervenJon

• Assessment materials largely informal
• IntervenJons involve focus on word structure (word
building, sorJng, word families)

– Supports on vocabulary, reading comprehension, spelling

Thank you!
• To contact me…

– larchiba@uwo.ca
– Lab website

• hTp://www.uwo.ca/Ñs/lwm/

– Lab blog

• hTp://www.canadianslp.blogspot.com/

– TwiTer

• @larchiba6

– Pinterest

• www.pinterest.com/lisaarchibald

LWM Lab

Morphological Awareness: Why It Makes Sense!
Lisa Archibald
Western University
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